
Happy Kids lesson plan - World History 2024.4
Week 1 - Ancient Egypt

Subjects Pyramids and Tombs Pharaohs and Dynasties Hieroglyphics and Writing
Activity Craft Cute Mummies Crafting a Pharaoh Headdress Decoding Hieroglyphs

Question Time Do you like mummies?
Do you want to visit the pyramids?

What color is your headdress?
Where did the Pharaohs live?

Is it hard to read hieroglyphics?
Can you read the secret phrases?

Vocabulary old, Egypt, pyramid, mummy,
tomb, treasures, ancient

old, Egypt, King, god, Pharaoh,
headdress, gold, treasures, dynasty

old, Egypt, alphabet, writing,
code, symbols, hieroglyphics

Sentences The Great Pyramid is in Egypt.
My mummy is very cute.

The Pharaohs were the kings in old Egypt.
I want a gold headdress.

I can read hieroglyphics, but I can't write it.
I discovered the secret phrase.

Week 2 - Greek Mythology
Subjects Gods and Goddesses The Trojan War Mythological Creatures

Activity Gods and Goddesses Bingo Trojan Horse Craft Greek Creatures Memory Game

Question Time Do you want to go to Greece?
Do you believe in Greek Mythology?

Do you want to gain a giant horse?
What color is your Trojan Horse?

Would you be scared if you met a minotaur?
Do you want to fly in a Griffin?

Vocabulary gods, goddesses, heroes,
heroin, Greece, Greek, mythology

old, war, horse, Troy, wood,
Greece, trick, soldier

bingo, monster, greek,
mythology, scary, creature

Sentences Zeus is the god of the gods.
Poseidon is the god of the oceans.

The trojan horse was made of wood.
There were soldiers inside the trojan horse.

There are good and bad creatures.
Medusa had snakes on her head.

Week 3 - Medieval Times
Subjects  Medieval Daily Life Medieval Innovations Medieval Architecture
Activity Medieval Market Match Build a Windmill Stained Glass Windows

Question Time Do you want to live in medieval times?
What worker from medieval times are you?

Did you see a windmill before?
What do you think windmills are used for?

Do you want stained glass windows at home?
What will your stained glass window show?

Vocabulary work, job, baker, carpenter, medieval
waver, blacksmith, knight, physician

wind, grains, grind, machine,
mechanical, invention, innovation

art, colorful, glass, window,
medieval, cathedral

Sentences I would be a baker in medieval times.
The blacksmith makes swords.

There are windmills in producing energy.
Windmills were used to grind grains.

I want to have stained glass windows at home.
The stained glass window is colorful.

Week 4 - Technology and Society
Subjects Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality Communication and Connectivity
Activity DIY Robot Design Challenge A.R. Games on CECI Instagram Virtual Cultural Exchange

Question Time Do you want to have a robot?
What your robot can do?

Do you prefer the real world or virtual reality?
How do you think augmented reality can be helpful?

How were people connected before the internet?
Do you like to do video calls?

Vocabulary toy, robot, help, technology,
machine, artificial intelligence

game, Instagram, device, helpful,
reality, technology, virtual, augmented

video, call, friend, device,
communication, connectivity

Sentences I want a robot to help me with homework.
Robots help humans in factories.

Augmented reality is very helpful.
Virtual reality creates a new world.

I want to call my best friend.
Video calls help connect people.


